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Maximality, Familiarity, Genericity, Specificity, and Partitivity in South 

Asian languages 

 

1. Introduction 

Our discussion in this unit focuses on the facts of South Asian languages, many of which lack the 

definite article. In this, South Asian languages are not unusual in the slightest, as according to the 

World Atlas of Language Structure’s survey of 473 languages, the majority of languages (188) 

worldwide do not use articles at all. Nevertheless, the semantic features that we discussed in Unit 

10 are all to be found in these languages, and are expressed through multiple means. In this unit, 

we examine the empirical facts from Hindi, Magahi, and Mizo, to showcase some of the ways 

that these semantic features are encoded in the languages of South Asia. We shall use our 

discussion in Unit 10 to diagnose these properties.  

 

2. Hindimaximality, familiarity and kind denotations 

In a large number of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages, it is the bare nominal that receivesthe 

maximal interpretation. Non-maximal noun phrases is overtly marked by usually some form of 

the numeral one for singulars and quantifiers for plurals: 

 

(1) Hindi[±MAX] noun phrases 

a. mɛ ̃ priyɑ sınemɑ -ke  mɑlık-se  mılɑ 

I  Priya cinema-GEN owner-SOC met.M.SG. 

‘I met the owner of Priya cinema’ (I met the only owner of Priya cinema) 

b. mɛ ̃ priyɑ sınemɑ -ke  ek mɑlık-se  mılɑ 

I  Priya cinema- GEN one owner-SOC met.M.SG. 

‘I met an owner of Priya cinema’ (I met one of the owners of Priya cinema) 

c. mɛ ̃ priyɑ sınemɑ -ke  mɑlıkõ-se  mılɑ 
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I  Priya cinema- GEN owners-SOC met. M.SG. 

‘I met the owners of Priya cinema’ (I met all the owners of Priya cinema) 

d. mɛ ̃ priyɑ sınemɑ -ke  kucʰ mɑlıkõ-se  mılɑ 

I  Priya cinema- GEN one owner-SOC met. M.SG. 

‘I met an owner of Priya cinema’ (I met some of the owners of Priya cinema) 

 

Because bare nouns are [+MAX], the example in (2a) is interpreted as a contradiction (cf. the 

discussion around example (3) in Unit 10).Non-maximal noun phrases are perfectly acceptable in 

such a context, as shown in (2b), because they simply pick out one entity in the domain and 

assert its existence: 

 

(2) Hindi [±MAX] noun phrases 

a. #kʊttɑ kʰɑ rəhɑ hɛ  ɔr  kʊttɑ so  rəhɑ hɛ 

dog eat PROG is. M.SG. and  dog sleep PROG is. M.SG. 

‘The dog is sleeping and the dog is eating’ (# if referring to the same dog) 

b. ek kʊttɑ kʰɑ rəhɑ hɛ ɔr  ek kʊttɑ so  rəhɑ hɛ 

a dog eat PROG is.M.SG. and  a dog sleep PROG is. M.SG. 

‘A dog is sleeping and a dog is eating’ (necessarily two different dogs) 

 

These anaphoric uses of bare noun phrases in Hindi indicate that they are not only [+MAX] and 

[KND] denoting terms, they are also [+FAM}. As the contrasts in (3) show, the ek-marked noun 

phrase introduces novel referents. 

 

(3)  Hindi [±FAM] noun phrases 

a. ek kʊttɑ kʰɑ rəhɑ tʰɑ. 

 one dog eat PROG was. M.SG. 

 ‘A dog was eating.’ 

b. #ek kʊtte ki  dʊm nəhĩ  tʰi. 
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 one dog GEN tail not  was.F.SG. 

 ‘A dog had no tail.’ 

c. kʊtte ki  dʊm nəhĩ  tʰi. 

 dog GEN tail not  was.F.SG. 

 ‘The dog had no tail.’ 

 

The same facts hold for Hindi plural nouns as well. Bare plurals are ambiguous between a 

[+MAX] and [KND] interpretation, and always [+FAM] as well. On the other hand, plural noun 

phrases with an indefinite quantifier are always [-MAX] and [-FAM]. 

 

Dayal (2004) also points out that Hindi bare nominals areambiguous between maximal and kind 

denoting terms. She points out that the noun phrase dog in (4a) can be both interpreted as a 

generic statement about the properties of dogs in general or a habitual statement about a 

particular dog salient in the discourse. As (4b) shows, Hindi ek-phrases can however never 

receive a [KND]/[GEN] interpretation, and the subject noun phrase must receive an object-

referring non-maximal interpretation alone: 

 

(4) Hindi [KND]/[GEN] noun phrases 

a. kʊttɑ bəhʊt  sotɑ  hɛ 

dog a lot sleep.HAB is.3sg 

‘Dogs sleep a lot./The dog sleeps a lot.’   (kind/maximal) 

b. ek  kʊttɑ bəhʊt  sotɑ  hɛ 

one  dog a lot sleep.HAB is.3sg 

‘One dog sleeps a lot.’     (object-referring only) 

 

This difference between English a/an and the Hindi ek-phrases lead Dayal (2004) to argue that 

latter is not an indefinite article, even as it yields non-maximal and non-familiar readings just 

like the English indefinite article. This divergence from a/an is further confirmed by the facts in 
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(5), where just like the maximal(bare) Hindi noun phrase out-scopes negation (5a), the ek-phrase 

does too. 

 

(5) Hindi noun phrases and scope 

a. mɛ-ne bhu:t-ko  nəhĩ dekha  

I.DAT ghost  not saw.M.SG.  

‘I didn’t see the ghost.’  (there is a unique ghost and I didn't see it) 

b. mɛ-ne ek bhu:t-ko  nəhĩ dekha  

I.DAT one ghost not saw.M.SG. 

‘I didn’t see oneghost.’  (there are ghosts and I didn't see one)   

 

The feature [SPC] in Hindi can be seen at work through what is known as differential object 

marking (DOM) by the accusative marker –ko.While human and animate referents in object 

position in Hindi must always be –ko-marked, inanimates need not be. When they are so-marked, 

both maximal and non-maximal phrases must necessarily have been mentioned in the preceding 

discourse.  

 

(6) Hindi specificity 

a.  mɛ-̃ne kitɑb  xərid li     (maximal) 

 I-ERG book buy take-PAST-F.SG 

‘I bought the book’ 

b.  mɛ-̃ne kitɑb-ko  xərid liyaa    (maximal, specific) 

 I-ERG book- ACC buy take-PAST-M.SG 

‘I bought the book (that we have just talked about)’ 

Example (6b) cannot be uttered in contexts when the referent of the book is merely familiar; 
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Thus, in a context in which both the speaker and the hearer had decided in an earlier discourse 

that the speaker will buy a unique book and the speaker does so, only (6a) can be uttered. 

Example (6b) can only be uttered if there has been explicit and recent mention of the book in the 

current stretch of discourse. Thus, [+FAM] noun phrases in Hindi can be uttered in out-of-the-

blue, discourse-initial sentences (if they are assumed by the speaker and the hearer as part of a 

shared set of beliefs), [SPC] noun phrases cannot be.  

 

DOM with ek-phrases has the same basic [SPC] effect. Although a consideration of (7a=b) may 

give the initial impression that these instances also yieldset-partitive interpretations in Hindi, this 

is in fact epiphenomenal and arises out of an interaction of the NUMERAL meaning of one with 

the [SPC] feature. 

 

(7) Hindi partitivity 

a.  mɛ-̃ne ek kitɑb  xərid li    (non-maximal) 

 I-ERG one book buy take-PAST-F.SG 

‘I boughta/one book’ 

b.  mɛ-̃ne ek kitɑb-ko  xərid liyɑ   (non-maximal, specific) 

 I-ERG one book-ACC buy take-PAST-M.SG 

‘I boughtone book (mentioned earlier)’ 

 

As set-partitivity in Hindi is normally expressed by lexical words like fractions and percentages 

or the use of an adpositional construction like ‘3 out of 5’ (cɑr mẽ-se tin, lit. ‘4 in-of 3’), this is 

by no means the normal means. Note that it is perfectly possible to imagine contexts in which the 

partitive meaning disappears – suppose that the speaker is reporting an event in which she went 
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to the bookshop and found it to have only one book, and since she had to buy a book at any cost, 

she bought the only book there was. In this context, it is perfectly natural to utter (7b), and it will 

not receive a partitive interpretation in this case.  

 

3. Magahi Familiarity 

The Eastern Indo-Aryan language, Magahi, is very like Hindi in all respects, with one major 

exception (Alok 2012). While e-go-phrases are [-FAM] and [-MAX] just like Hindi ek-phrases, 

bare noun phrases are [+MAX] and also [KND] denoting, but not [+FAM]. This last feature is 

marked by another particle –wa, as Alok (2012: 26) argues. He points out that hisparticle can be 

used only in situations where the noun phrase it marks:  

(i) Has already been talked about, as in (6a), where dog has already been introduced in the 

discourse;  

(ii) Is part of the immediate situation of the discourse, as in (6b), where the window is in the 

participants’ field of vision; 

(iii) Is part of the shared knowledge of people in the same physical location, as in (6c), where 

there is a unique hospital in the participants’ town;  

(iv) Has a predictable co-occurrence based on community knowledge, as in (6d), where a 

community knowledge that women are also participants of səbhɑ ‘meeting’; or 

(v) Is marked as known by the information provided within the definite noun phrase itself, 

where the roof ‘s familiarity arises from it being part of the familiar house. 

 

(8)  {+FAM] –wa in Magahi 

a. kəl   həm  bəɡəi:c-wɑ-me  e-ɡo   kʊttɑ dekhliəi:. 

yesterday  I  garden-WA-in  one-CLF dog  saw 

kʊt-wɑ  cʊhɑ khɑit̪  hələi: 

dog-WA  rat  eating  was 

‘Yesterday, I saw one dog in the garden. The dog was eating rats.’ 

b. khiɽki-ɑ bənd  kər  de 
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window-WA close  do  give  

‘Please close the window.’ 

c. əspətəl-iɑ me  koi:  subhdhɑ nə həi 

hospital- WA in  any  facilities not are  

‘There are no facilities in the hospital.’ 

d. ɑɟh e-ɡo  səbhɑ həlo.  əurt-i-ən  bəɽi:  həllɑ kərit  hələi: 

today one-ɡo  meetingwas.  woman-WA-PL  lot  noise  doing were ‘Today, 

there was a meeting. The women were making lots of noise.’ 

e. həmər  ɡhər-wɑ ke chət-wɑ 

my  house-WA gen  roof-WA 

‘The roof of my house.’ 

 

This [+FAM] particle is a morphosyntactic feature in Magahi as it triggers agreement in the noun 

phrase. In Magahi, adjectives show agreement for [+FAM] features, e.g., lɑl kitɑb ‘the red book’, 

but ləl-kɑ kitəb-wɑ ‘the red book’. In fact, the presence of a [+FAM] noun summons up a 

different agreement pattern for adjectives altogether.Normally, in Magahi, adjectives do not 

show agreement for gender and number agreement requires reduplication of the adjective, as 

shown by the examples in (9). However if the noun is [+FAM] marked, then as(10) shows, not 

only is there gender agreement, an inflectional pattern of number marking comes to be employed 

for the masculine nouns. 

 

(9)  [-FAM] NP-internal agreement in Magahi 

a. kəriɑ ləikɑ/ləikiː    b. kəriyɑ-kəriyɑ ləikɑ/ləikiː 

black boy/girl     black-black boy/girl 

 

(10)  [+FAM] NP-internal agreement in Magahi 

a. kəri-k-ɑ  ləikwɑ   b. kəri-k-i  ləikiɑ 

black-FAM-M.SG boy.FAM   black FAM-F.SG girl.FAM 
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c. kəriyɑ-kəriyɑ  ləikiɑ   d. kəri-k-ən  ləik-w-ən 

black-black (PL) girls.FAM   black-FAM-PL boy.FAM-PL 

 

4.  Mizo specificity, familiarity, maximality, and genericity 

In Mizo, noun phrases may be bare or marked with demonstratives or the numeral one/indefinite 

quantifiers. As Zuali (2010) notes bare noun phrases are non-maximal: 

 

(11) Mizo bare singulars and bare plurals  

a. naupàŋ  a  lòkal 

 child  AUX.SG came 

 ‘A child came’ 

b. naupàŋ-ho an  pa:r 

 child-PL AUX.PL  flower 

 ‘Children came’ 

 

This is confirmed by the scopal interaction of bare singulars with negation. Recalling from the 

previous unit that we expect such non-maximal phrases to be ambiguous (having both wide and 

narrow scope readings) in such contexts, this is exactly what we find in Mizo. The example in 

(12a) has the two readings in (b) and (c): 

 

 

(12) Mizo bare singulars and negation  

a. pari-n  naupàŋ  pakʰàt máh inkot-àʔ a m̥ù lo 

Pari-erg  child   one  NEG courtyard-LOC AUX see NEG 

‘Pari didn’t see a child in the courtyard.’ 

b.  Pari saw no child in the courtyard.     (narrow scope)  

c. There is a child in the courtyard that Pari didn't see. ( wide scope) 
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Singular noun phrases marked by the numeral one get a [SPC] reading, where the meaning is of 

the a certain X variety that we noted for English in the preceding unit. The example in (13) can 

only be interpreted as the speaker having seen the same woman at three different locations, viz., 

the market the school, and on the road. This reading is not available to bare singular noun 

phrases.  

 

(13) Mizo bare singulars and negation  

a. nula pakʰàt bazar-àʔ lèʔ sikul-àʔ lèʔ kɔŋ-àʔ  ka m̥ù 

lady one  market-LOC and school-LOC and road-LOC I see 

‘I saw a certain lady at the market, the school and on the road.’ 

 

As expected, pakʰàt-marked noun phrasesare never kind-denoting NPs (NP-level genericity), and 

as the ungrammaticality of the examples in (14) show, they also cannot appear in generic 

contexts at all, either with kind-level or individual-level predicates. 

 

(15) Mizo bare singulars and negation  

a. *b�ɔ́:ŋ pakʰàt  ransa   tsi   kʰat anì 

cow  one  animal   kind   one  AUX 

‘A cow is a species of animal.’  

b. *b�ɔ́:ŋ pakʰàt  a hūai 

cow  one  AUX courageous 

‘A cow is courageous.’  

 

Genericity in Mizo is however not expressed only through bare nominals alone.Rather, two of 

the singular demonstratives that we described in Unit 10 (repeated below as (16) are also pressed 

into service for sentence level-genericity, i.e. for use with kind-level and individual-level 

predicates.These are the proximal hì and the invisible tsù.  
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(16)  Mizo demonstratives 

PROXIMAL hì object at a touchable distance 
pɑŋpɑr hì lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy this flower” 

MEDIAL kʰà object at the same level as the speaker  
paŋpar kʰɑ̀ lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy that flower” 

kʰì object at a higher level than the speaker 
paŋpar kʰì lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy that flower” 

kʰù object at a lower level than the speaker 
paŋpar kʰù lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy that flower” 

DISTAL sɔ̀ object far away but visible paŋpar sɔ̀ lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy that flower” 

INVISIBLE tsù  object not visible  
paŋpar tsù lei rɔʔ 
‘Buy flower” 

 

In contexts that induce [KND/GEN] readings for singular nouns (such as habitual aspect and 

particular predicates), only these two demonstratives can be used. For plural nouns, however, 

plural demonstrative induce generic reference (see (22) below for discussion): 

 

(17) Mizo demonstrative noun phrases and individual-level predicates  

a. á:ŋ m̥ài sen tsù\hì  an  hūai 

cock  face red  INVS\PROX AUX courageous 

‘The red-faced roosters are courageous.’   (generic only) 

b. á:ŋ m̥ài sen kʰà\kʰì\kʰù an  hūai  (object-denoting only) 

 

(18) Mizo demonstrative noun phrasesand kind-level predicates  

a. b�ɔ́:ŋ  tsù\hì  ransa   tsi  kʰat anì 

cow  INVS\PROX animal   kind  one  AUX 

‘A cow is a species of animal.’    (generic only) 

b. b�ɔ́:ŋ kʰà\kʰì\kʰù ransa   tsi  kʰat anì (object-denoting only) 

 

Zuali’s (2010) account suggests that the feature [MAX] is irrelevant to the description of Mizo, 
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and that only the feature [SPC] is. She suggests that noun phrase interpretation is determined in 

Mizo on the axis [FAMILIARITY] and [SPECIFICITY]. Zuali observes that in Mizo, the use of 

any demonstrative induces a [+FAM] interpretation of the noun phrase. The demonstratives 

in(19) all retain the deictic contrasts in (16).) : 

 

 

(19) Mizo demonstrative noun phrases and familiarity  

tʰeiraʔ tsù\hì\kʰà\kʰì\kʰù  lō sùʔ 

fruit  INVS\PROX\MED
1\MED

2 \MED
3 pluck  IMP.NEG 

‘Do not pluck the fruits.’     

 

Zuali’s discussion does not unfortunately focus on the feature [+MAX], although she does draws 

our attention to a construction that she refers to as the ‘specific definite’ construction, which we 

shall refer to simply as the ‘familiar specific’ construction. This construction involves 

‘sandwiching’ the head noun between two forms of the demonstratives, as in (20). Following 

Zuali, we annotate the first form as a D-Pro and the second as the DEM. D-Pros have a different 

form from DEMs, in that in theD-Pro use, the vowelof the DEMis lengthened and its tone is 

changed to a high level tone. This pattern applies across the board for all the demonstratives: 

 

(20) Mizo ‘familiar specifics’ 

a. [kʰā: pàŋpá:r  kʰà] lō  sùʔ 

D-PRO flowers  MED
1 pluck  IMP.NEG 

‘Do not pluck the (those) flowers.’   

b. hē: tsēm hì mı̆n pè rɔ̀ʔ 

D-PRO knife PROX pluck  IMP.NEG 

‘Give me the (this) knife.’   

 

A potential descriptive wrinkle needs to be cleared up at this point. Chhangte (1989) would 

characterise the sentences in (20) as involving a deictic pronominal (the D-Pro) and a genuine 
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demonstrative (the DEM). His translations of the examples in (20) would accordingly be ‘Do not 

pluck those flowers there’ and ‘Give me this knife here’, thereby suggesting an analysis of D-

Pros as simple pronominal demonstratives that agree in deictic degree with the demonstrative.If 

Chhangte is right, then these constructions are irrelevant to the discussion of maximality and 

familiarity altogether. Happily however, pronominal demonstrative forms in the language are 

reduplicated DEMs, as Zuali (2010) observes, differ significantly from D-Pros, as (21) shows: 

 

 

It thus appears that Zuali is right in distinguishing 

D-Pros as distinct forms. According to her, 

sentences like (20) involve noun phrases that are 

referentially anchored to an item already mentioned 

in the discourse. This has an interesting 

consequence in that the D-Pro—DEM construction 

shows up in all such contexts, irrespective of what 

type of predicate is used. In (22), use of this 

construction is obligatory because it involve 

reference to a noun phrase that has already been 

mentioned in the discourse and despite the fact that 

the interpretation accorded to it is [GEN]: 

 

(22) Mizo ‘familiar specifics’ and genericity 

t�ʰana�̀-n  arpaŋ tsāŋ�� sen  a lei.  tsùŋ arpa  tsū an  

Thana-ERG  rooster feather red AUX bought. D-PRO rooster DEMAUX 

huai  lutuk. 

fierce very 

‘Thana bought a red-feathered rooster. Those roosters are very fierce.’ 

 

(21) DEM D-Pro Pron DEM 

PROXIMAL hì hē: hì-hí 

MEDIAL kʰà kʰā: kʰà-khá 

kʰì kʰī: kʰì-khí 

kʰù  kʰū: kʰù-khú 

DISTAL sɔ̀ sɔ:̄ sɔ̀-sɔ ́

INVISIBLE tsù  tsū: tsù-tsú  
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If Zuali’s observations are on the right track, then [GEN] and [SPC] interpretations are not 

mutually exclusive, and neither are [SPC] and [FAM] ones, because specificity encodes a fine-

grained referential structure of the items used in the discourse. [+FAM] interpretations are to be 

traced to the presence ofa demonstrative, [+SPC] interpretations to the presence of D-Pro and the 

numeral one, and [GEN] interpretation to the selection of particular DEMs or the choice of kind-

denoting nominals. In general, demonstrative elements play a big role in determining the range 

of interpretive properties of the noun phrase.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this unit, we have studied at least three ways in which the semantic features of noun phrases 

we discussed in Unit 10. We have demonstrated three systems that are distinct from English and 

distinct from each other.  

 

 

 


